Fits
- All models of 2007 & up Jeep JK Wrangler

Kit includes
1) CE-9900JR2-BAR.......................................50” Antirock® Bar (2 door)
or CE-9900JR4-BAR.......................................50” Antirock® Bar (4 door)
1) CE-9900JKR-BR..........................................Rear Mounting Bracket (R)
1) CE-9900JKR-BL...........................................Rear Mounting Bracket (L)
1) CE-9807RBLK..............................................Brake Line Kit
2) CE-99003-JKR.............................................Antirock® Steel Arm
or CE-99003-JKRA..........................................Antirock® Steel Arm
2) CE-9901D.....................................................Antirock® Bushing
2) EE-3212CH8................................................5/16”-24 x ¾” Bolt
2) EE-3120WFZY.............................................5/16” Washer

2) EE-62WS.......................................................5/16” Lock Washer
2) EE-3840CH8................................................3/8”-24 X 2 ½” Bolt
2) EE-38NS........................................................3/8”-24 Nylock Nut
2) EE-991050....................................................Sway Bar End Link Rod
2) CE-99006......................................................Sway Bar End Link Rod End (RH)
2) CE-99006L...................................................Sway Bar End Link Rod End (LH)
4) EE-51NS........................................................½”-20 Nylock Nut
2) EE-51NF........................................................½”-20 Jam Nut (RH Thread)
2) EE-51NFLHP................................................½”-20 Jam Nut (LH Thread)

Required Tools
- Complete set of hand tools.
- Electric drill.
- Drill bit set up to ½”
- 5/8” drill bit

Instructions
1) Remove the rear factory anti-sway bar and
links.
2) Drill a 5/8” hole as shown in the picture to
relocate brake lines (start with a 1/8” drill
and slowly work your way up to 5/8”).
3) Remove the factory brake lines and install
the supplied brake lines in the hole you’ve
just drilled in the frame, and the other end
into the factory caliper. Note: the brake
lines are right and left. The line must point
away from the brake caliper.
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4) Remove the factory brake hard line from the frame and
carefully straighten / re-bend it to fit the new brake line
location. Be careful not to kink the hard line.

5) Remove the factory bumper support brackets.
6) Insert the Antirock® bar in-between the body and the muffler heat shield from the rear of the vehicle.
7) Install the Antirock® mounting brackets on the bar at this time. The brackets are angled forward. If necessary use a rubber mallet to install
the bracket over the bar.
8) Using the bolts that used to hold the factory anti-sway bar in place, install the bumper support bracket and the Antirock® mounting bracket
It may be necessary to slot the holes on the bumper support bracket to attain proper alignment of bolt holes.
9) Install the Antirock® arms and fasten with the supplied hardware. Make sure that both of the arms are “clocked” to the same position. On
some vehicles it maybe necessary to clearance the body support to prevent the back of the arm from making contact. Prior to connecting
the end links rotate the Antirock® arms and make sure that there is no interference. Install the provided links.
10) Refer to the adjustment instructions on the next page.
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Weld

Trim off

If you are using this kit with a bumper that mounts using the same
holes as we intend you to mount the Antirock® bracket to, the Antirock® bracket is designed so that you may trim off the outboard
hub of the bushing tube flush with the face of the bracket, and
then bolt the Antirock® bracket over the top of the bumper bracket.
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